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ABSTRACT: In modern science, established by the scientific revolution in 16th and 
17th century, the scientific observation process is understood as a process where 
the observer directly grasps Nature as the observed and scientific mathematical 
formulation is understood as a direct description of reality. Husserl criticized 
this lack of distinction between method and the object of investigation in mod-
ern science and emphasized the importance of phenomena in the observation 
process. A similar approach was used by Bohr in his interpretation of quantum 
experiments that seemed inexplicable from the modern science point of view. 
Many contemporary interpretations of quantum mechanics follow Bohr’s opposi-
tion to the realism of modern science. Among them is informational foundations 
of quantum theory (IFQT) that connects parts of his interpretation with the lat-
est quantum experiments, but due to the complexity and individuality of Bohr’s 
interpretation, its philosophical consistency is mostly lost. In IFQT there is no 
direct connection between information and the observed. This ambiguous ontic 
status of information is often criticised, however, it can be solved by supplemen-
tation with Husserl’s philosophical understanding of the observation process. If 
Husserl’s definition of the relationship between the thing and the phenomenon 
is transmitted to the relationship between the observed and information in IFQT 
information can be understood as the direct answer to the question about the ob-
served and thereby the observer’s only knowledge about it. This helps to reject 
the main criticism of IFQT and to additionally support its explanations of quan-
tum phenomena.
KEY WORDS: Edmund Husserl, information, informational foundations of quantum 
theory, modern science, Niels Bohr, observation process, perception process, phe-
nomenon, quantum mechanics.
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The observation process is generally defined as the complex relation-
ships between its main agents: the observer is the one who is observing, 
the observed is the object of the observation process and what some-
one observes is the observed as has been given to the observer, the 
observer’s information about it. In modern science1 such a definition 
of the observation process is simplified. Mathematics is understood as 
the language of Nature (Galilei 1632), so Nature is considered equal to 
its mathematical description and the observed equal to what someone 
observes.
At first, mathematization of Nature only had the role of a scientific 
method, which enabled an abstract, objective and generalized description 
of Nature, and consequently exceptional progress of science. Newton, 
for instance, understood gravity solely as a “mathematical” and not as a 
“physical force”. Later, this hypothetical character of mathematization of 
Nature was forgotten; already the first generation of Newton’s students 
accepted gravity as an objectively real “physical force”(Koyre 1957). Be-
cause of the utility of mathematization, the need for its legitimacy and 
critical use was neglected. In time, it was no longer distinguished between 
the method and the object of investigation and Nature was regarded as a 
priori mathematical. Science was understood as the approach that most 
directly and thoroughly grasps the observed, without it being changed by 
the observer or by the observed being part of the observation process. This 
co-constituted the modern scientific concept of reality: Reality, defined as 
the world as it actually is, independent of the observer, was believed to be 
describable by science. Mathematical descriptions of natural phenomena 
were taken as the observed, as objectively real, e.g. forces were under-
stood as physical forces, as the observed, not as what someone observes or 
as the way of describing it. Mathematized Nature as the observed seemed 
potentially completely explicable and all natural phenomena in principle 
determined by scientific laws.2
All these views formed the background of the philosophical under-
standing of Nature in classical physics. However, they were faced with 
1 Modern science has been established by the scientific revolution in 16th and 17th 
century. In that time the scientific method, its way of obtaining and interpreting informa-
tion of the world around us, has evolved and later science itself has been understood as 
defined by this scientific method (Koyre 1957; Husserl 1976). As Kuhn has written in The 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions: “anyone examining a survey of physical optics before 
Newton may well conclude that, though the field’s practitioners were scientists, the net 
result of their activity was something less than science” (1962: 13).
2 The term causal determinism is used in philosophy of science to describe determin-
ism as understood and applied in classical physics. It describes the idea that every event is 
determined by antecedent events and conditions together with the laws of nature. 
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a challenge at the beginning of the 20th century, when the first quantum 
experiments were performed.3 A quantum system (QS) before measure-
ment can be described by a wave function, which is a probability function; 
solving the equation does not give a particular result, but the probabilities 
of a result in the case of a measurement, e.g. it gives the probability of 
where a QS is if its position is measured, but not the position as a property 
of the QS. This lack of information about a particular property, called 
objective randomness4, is not a consequence of the observer’s ignorance 
or lack of knowledge; the information simply does not exist before the 
measurement. Objective randomness can be understood as an opposition 
to the determinism of classical physics. At this point, the modern scien-
tific understanding of the observation process can be questioned––is the 
observer’s description of the observed with the wave function really how 
the observed is?
When measured, a QS is entangled with the measurement apparatus.5 
It is no longer described by its own wave function but by the measured 
property. For the classical observer, the QS can be now described as a 
particle; the term ‘collapse of the wave function’ has often been used to 
describe this sudden change in the description of a QS. A quantum meas-
urement not only emphasizes the problem of the relationship between the 
observed and what someone observes (e.g. has the observed been sud-
denly changed at the point of the measurement?), in QM the influence of 
the observer, or at least the influence of the observation process, caused 
by the observer, can clearly not be discounted as is the case in classical 
physics.
These characteristics of the quantum world seemed mystical, incom-
prehensible or even impossible for the classical observer (see Lurçat 2007: 
3 The most famous quantum experiment is the double slit experiment: A light source 
illuminates a plate pierced by two parallel slits and the light passing through the slits is 
observed on a screen behind the plate. If the path of the light is not detected (the observer 
does not follow this information), the light behaves as a wave: it goes through both slits, 
the waves interfere and they produce bright and dark bands on the screen. If the path of the 
light is detected, light behaves as a particle: it goes through a particular slit and lands on 
the corresponding place on the plate behind the slit.
4 Randomness from our everyday life is not objective randomness––e.g. the result of 
a coin toss is not random in the objective way, if someone knew all the antecedent events, 
conditions and influences of all relevant forces, the final state would be determinate
5 Entanglement is a type of relationship between QSs. After an interaction, two QSs 
can be described solely with a common wave function that presents one (common) QS, 
while each of the two QSs is now only a sub-QS. The relationship between the two entan-
gled sub-QSs is completely determined; the sub-QSs are always entangled with respect to 
a particular property, e.g. spin or position. Thus, if the sub-QS1 has spin up, the sub-QS2 
has spin down. Accordingly, the sub-QSs are fully determined, despite having no proper-
ties and only being described by the wave function before the measurement. 
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230). Nevertheless, they were confirmed by further experiments. It became 
clear that QM cannot be discredited as wrong, and that it should be taken 
seriously and be supplemented by a suitable philosophical interpretation. 
Although the need to connect QM and its mathematical description with 
a comprehensive philosophical interpretation has already been expressed 
by the “fathers” of QM, an interpretation, which would be acceptable for 
the whole scientific community, is still missing (Schlosshauer, Kofler & 
Zeilinger 2013; Carrol 2013).
Different interpretations of quantum data can be traced back to 
different understanding of the observation process of their protago-
nists. On the one hand, the so called realists have followed the view 
that the modern scientific concept of reality and its understanding of 
the observational process define science as such. This view was, for 
example, advocated by Einstein (Einstein, Podolsky & Rosen 1935) 
and later constituted new realistic interpretations that were formed in 
the second half of the 20th century, after the so called “shut up and 
calculate” era,6 within which contemporary physics and philosophy 
were abruptly separated. The two most popular of those are the many 
worlds interpretation (Everett 1956) and the hidden-variables theory 
(Bohm 1952).7
On the other hand, characteristics of QM phenomena have set many 
physicists and philosophers of science off to rethink the observations proc-
ess and approach it from a different angle. In his famous public dialogs 
with Einstein (Pais 1982), Bohr represented the view that the new know-
ledge provided by QM “has revealed the necessity of a closer consideration 
of the observation problem” (Bohr 1958: 69). On this basis, Bohr formed 
a complex personal interpretation of QM (the particulars of which we dis-
cuss later). Some parts of his interpretation were included in Copenhagen 
interpretation, a very complex non-realistic interpretation that combines 
6 Stenholm sees the reasons for estrangement between physics and philosophy in 
the fact that physics, blinded by the success of experimental technique and commercial 
applications, “overlooked the absurd world view offered by quantum theory,” while phi-
losophy “shunned the hard questions concerning reality and turned to logistic formalism, 
philosophy of everyday phenomena or pure linguistic pettiness”. Consequently the “lead-
ing physicists have turned their back on all philosophy” (2011: 15). 
7 Both of them lack the distinction between the observed and what someone ob-
serves. Consequently, in many worlds interpretation the wave function, presenting mathe-
matically described observer’s knowledge of the observed is taken as objectively real, 
while its collapse is denied, thus implying the reality of all possible worlds. In the hidden 
variables theory, the mathematical descriptions of the quantum observed, before and after 
the measurement are equally objectively real; again this brings a plurality of as yet ob-
served entities (hidden variables) that are supposed to be part of a completely new level 
of reality. 
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common views of different quantum physicists8 gathered around Bohr’s 
Institute of Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen and presents the basis for 
explanation of QM in most textbooks. Non-realistic interpretations, usu-
ally closely related with Copenhagen interpretation, have preserved their 
place within the field of QM, however, after the “shut up and calculate” 
era, they have lost a direct touch with philosophical standpoints on which 
they could build their opposition. They still offer comprehensive answers 
to some fundamental quantum questions connected with the latest techno-
logical applications of QM (e.g. IFQT), but their reconsiderations of the 
observation process are mostly only an opposition to established modern 
scientific realism. Consequently, the results of quantum experiments are 
often understood as mere representation of our knowledge and the con-
nection between the observed and what someone observes remains lost.
A fresh approach that would connect contemporary quantum ex-
periments, fundamental quantum questions and a suitable and rigorous 
philosophical methodology is needed. Since quantum reconsideration of 
the modern scientific description of Nature, the importance of a thorough 
description of the observation process and the fundamental quantum ques-
tions are all very close to contemporary steps taken within Husserl’s phe-
nomenology, a connection between Husserl and QM could provide the 
missing pieces. In this paper, the potential of this connection is shown 
in the case of informational foundations of quantum theory (IFQT), a 
contemporary anti-realistic interpretation of QM. IFQT is able to explain 
some fundamental quantum phenomena on the basis of the latest quan-
tum experiments, but lacks philosophical consistency, which, as we aim to 
show, can be provided by supplementation with Husserl’s understanding 
of the perception process.
The first section of this paper is dedicated to Husserl’s phenomeno-
logical critique of modern science and reconsideration of the perception 
process and includes an explanation of the relationship between Husserl’s 
8 Hans Primas (as quoted by Gregg Jaeger in Entanglement, Information, and the 
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics) summed the Copenhagen interpretation in eight 
theses;
“(1) Quantum mechanics refers to individual objects.
(2) The probabilities of quantum mechanics are primary. 
(3) The placement of the cut between observed object and the means of observation 
is left to the choice of the experimenter.
(4) The observation means are to be described in classical terms.
(5) The act of observation is irreversible and creates a document.
(6) The quantum jump is a transition from the potentially possible to actual.
(7) Complementary properties cannot be revealed simultaneously.
(8) Pure quantum states are objective but not real.” (2009: 130)
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understanding of the perception process and scientific understanding of 
the observation process. The second part describes how the “fathers” of 
QM, Bohr, Heisenberg, and Einstein, understood the observation process 
and science, and compares their views to those of Husserl. Finally, the 
last part analyses IFQT and its possible supplementation with Husserl’s 
phenomenology.
1. Husserl’s reconsideration of modern science  
based on the analysis of the perception process
The general separation between physics and philosophy during the “shut 
up and calculate” era and more personal “philosophical and political part-
ing of the ways [between phenomenologists and predecessors of analytic 
philosophy] in pre-war Germany” (Heelan 2003) in great part caused a 
radical gulf of communication between phenomenology and human sci-
ences on one side and analytic philosophy and natural sciences on the 
other. Consequently, “phenomenology and analytic philosophy live in dif-
ferent cultural and linguistic worlds and work from radically different plat-
forms” (Heelan 2003). Thus, despite their similarities, QM’s and Husserl’s 
reconsiderations of modern science that reveal almost identical problems, 
have only rarely been considered together (Bilban 2011a; 2011b; Lurçat 
2007; French 2002; London & Bauer 1983; Heelan 2004). From the point 
of view of contemporary analytic philosophy of science Husserl is mostly 
seen as only a critic of science and it is often overlooked that his critique 
is a constructive critique based on complex knowledge and appreciation 
of science and its results. Husserl’s phenomenological reconsideration 
of (modern) science is based on his understanding of phenomenology as 
“science of essence––as an ‘a priori’ or, as we also say, an eidetic science” 
(Hua III: 5). “It belongs to the sense of anything contingent to have an es-
sence and therefore an Eidos which can be apprehended clearly.” (Hua III: 
9) In Experience and Judgement, Husserl explains eidos with an example 
of eidos color:
When the generic universal which is the essence, e.g. the eidos color, is ex-
emplified in a number of colored objects, each of these objects has its own 
individual moment of coloring; we have many individual moments of color 
and, in contrast to them, the one eidos as generic universal. This eidos is ca-
pable of being envisioned only because, having been given several individual 
moments of color, we bring the colored objects into overlapping ‘coinci-
dence’ by comparison then apprehend the universal, which is given in the co-
incidence as what is common to them – but not common in reell sense––and 
which we separate from what is irrelevant in the exemplifications. This is the 
intuitive process of abstraction of generic universal. (1973: 262)
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The essence is a variable that in the particular perception process de-
fines phenomena as what it is and differentiates it from something else. 
As such phenomenology is not only a science of essence, but also a sci-
ence of phenomena. All sciences are sciences of particular phenomena, 
“psychology is designated as a science of psychological ‘appearances’ or 
phenomena and […] natural science is designated as a science of physi-
cal ‘appearances’ or phenomena.” (Hua III: 1) However, phenomenology 
is a science of phenomena as such. Understanding of phenomena is thus 
crucial for any scientific investigation. Husserl’s phenomenon can be de-
scribed as the thing as has been given/shown to me by itself, but essentially 
to me, in my horizon, with the meaning it has to me (Hribar 1997: 509). It 
is always an intentional phenomenon, a phenomenon of something. Under 
intentionality, Husserl understands:
the own peculiarity of mental processes ‘to be conscious of something’. […] 
In every actional cogito a radiating ‘regard’ is directed from the pure Ego to 
the ‘object’ of the consciousness-correlate in question, to the physical thing, 
to the affair-complex, etc., and effects the very different kinds of conscious-
ness of it. (Hua III: 168).
Husserl’s phenomenon is based on his detailed analysis of the relation-
ships between the main agents of the perception process. For those we 
will use the terms: the perceiver for the one who perceives, the perceived 
for the object of the perception process, the thing, and what someone per-
ceives/phenomena for the perceived thing as has been given to me.
The perceived and what someone perceives are essentially con-
nected on the basis of the concept of Glaubengewissheit (belief certainty). 
Glaubengewissheit is belief in the outer world and it is belief in itself, be-
cause the connection between what someone perceives and the perceived 
is based on certainty of reason, which is the foundation of any rational 
action in world:
It is therefore fundamentally erroneous to believe that perception (and, after 
its own fashion, any other kind of intuition of a physical thing) does not 
reach the physical thing itself. The latter is not given to us in itself or in its 
being-in-itself. There belongs to any existent the essential possibility of be-
ing simply intuited as what it is and, more particularly, of being perceived as 
what it is in an adequate perception, one that is presentive of that existent ‘in 
person’, without any mediation by ‘appearances’. (Hua III: 78)
Husserl distinguishes between what someone perceives and the perceived 
but keeps them connected and assures the reality of the perceived. Every 
Seiende (existent) can be perceived as what it is, but what someone per-
ceives is always the phenomenon––the thing as has been given to some-
one by itself, but essentially to him, in his horizon, with the meaning it 
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has to him (Hribar 1997). The core of what the perceiver perceives is the 
perceived, but always within the horizon of the perception process and ac-
cording to the perceiver’s own orientation. Husserl understands orientation 
as either orientation towards the perceived thing itself or a specific interest, 
e.g. admiration, esthetical contemplation, practical interest. Differences 
between the orientations are essential for the constitution of phenomena. 
If what someone perceives smells good or bad, this is not a property of the 
perceived. This is how the perceived is given to the perceiver, because of 
his specific physical/bodily interest. The role of orientation in Husserl’s 
phenomenology is closely connected to the role of context in QM, as seen 
by non-realists. In their opinion, context is crucial; it defines the way the 
information is produced, gathered, described and understood.
While Husserl mostly uses the term perception (die Wahrnehmung), 
in science and in contemporary philosophy of science the term observation 
(die Beobachtung) is usually used. Husserl’s perception describes the basic 
acquiring of information with the help of senses and is as such essentially 
connected with the primary openness to the world in Husserl’s philosophy. 
The term observation describes a more contemplative, passive act. Most 
probably, the necessary use of measuring instruments that co-constitute 
the process of perception and are in-between the scientist and what he 
perceives, intuitively suggests the use of the more passive term in science. 
It can be argued that the choice of the term observation for scientific per-
ception already includes the influence of the scientific orientation, a spe-
cific scientific interest in the object instead of the sole primary openness 
to the world. Phenomenology studies phenomena as such, while physics 
examines physical phenomena, the constitution of which is defined by the 
specific interest of physicists. The orientation of the perceiver/observer 
is changed, and not the relationship between the main agents of the per-
ception/observation process––in both, phenomenology and physics, the 
exact understanding of the relationship between the perceiver/observer, 
what someone perceives/observes and the perceived/observed is needed to 
properly understand the nature of the object of investigation, describe it 
and understand its description.
Analysis of the perception process in phenomenology resulted in 
Husserl’s complex reconsideration and critique of modern science. Hus-
serl emphasized that the object of the scientific perception process, the 
thing explored and scientifically determined by the scientific perceiver, is 
always the perceived thing itself (Hua III: 99). However, the scientifically 
perceived is determined by a specific orientation, typical for the physi-
cal method. As such, the perceived is now “in the form of a constantly 
increasing approximation, beginning with what is empirically given to the 
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geometrical ideal shape which functions as a guiding pole” (Hua VI: 29). 
Furthermore, it is subordinated to the principle of habit:
The things of the intuited surrounding world (always taken as they are in-
tuitively there for us in everyday life and count as actual) have, so to speak, 
their habits––they behave similarly under typically similar circumstances. If 
we take the intuitable world as a whole, in the flowing present in which it 
is straightforwardly there for us, it has even as a whole its habit i.e., that of 
continuing habitually as it has up to now. (Hua VI: 31)
According to Husserl, a physicist assumes that the world will follow the 
principle of habit and this assumption enables the formation of general 
scientific laws. The scientifically perceived is determined by a specific sci-
entific orientation and can, as such, be abstracted, generalized and given 
in the language of mathematics. Perceptible spatiotemporal shapes and 
figures are mathematized and so become geometrical-ideal bodies. Per-
ceptible shapes are “thinkable only in gradations: the more or less straight, 
flat, circular, etc.” (Hua IV: 25), while the meaning of straight, flat, circu-
lar, etc. are determined by the axiomatic elementary laws of pure geom-
etry. “What concretely exists in nature, and how this geometry is applied 
in experience is learned through the technical art of measuring. Measuring 
is the praxis that links the real to the ideal” (Heelan 1987).
Husserl believes the problem of modern science is that the roles of a 
specific scientific orientation, the hypothetical character of the approxi-
mation to the ideal geometrical forms and of the principal of habit, are for-
gotten. Science takes it not as a method to scientifically describe thing but 
as the way things are. The method and the object of investigation are not 
distinguished; Nature is regarded as a priori mathematical. Access to the 
full and proper understanding of the observed is closed. As science under-
stands itself as self-sufficient, it misses the complexity of the relationship 
between the observer and the observed and thus their full understanding. 
Openness to the life-world is replaced by scientism.
2. Husserl and early interpretations of QM
That modern science does not distinguish between the method and the ob-
ject of investigation, was not only relevant for philosophers, but has also 
revealed itself as highly important for understanding natural phenomena 
revealed by QM. If, as the realists do, we accept that the modern scientific 
concept of reality is necessary for science, how can we explain the col-
lapse of the wave function and the properties of the quantum perceived? 
Either QM makes absolutely no sense or we need to supplement it by 
speculating about plurality of a priori unobservable or directly unobserv-
able entities.
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Husserl’s critique of modern science included elements of modern 
scientific methodology that were also recognised as problematic within 
QM. Despite this, QM or “neue Atomphysik” (Hua VI: 57) was explicitly 
included in his critique, as one that still understands Nature as a priori 
mathematical. To some extent Husserl’s inclusion of QM in his critique is 
justifiable, because the understanding of natural phenomena revealed by 
quantum experiments was (and still is) burdened by the modern scientific 
understanding of its object of investigation, of the observation process 
and of reality. At the time of formation of QM major part of the quantum 
community either understood mathematical description of the perceived 
as sufficient or based its interpretation of the perceived on the equivalence 
between Nature and its mathematical description.
a) Early interpretations of QM under the burden 
of the modern scientific realism
Einstein, who made some fundamental contributions to development of 
QM,9 but never really accepted its description of nature and is known 
as one of its main critics (Pais 1982), understood the modern scientific 
concept of reality, connected with the simplified form of the observational 
process, as an essential element of science and rational thinking. In their 
famous paper “Can quantum-mechanical description of physical reality be 
considered complete?” Einstein, Petersen and Rosen write: “in a complete 
theory there is an element corresponding to each element of reality. A suf-
ficient condition for the reality of a physical quantity is the possibility of 
predicting it with certainty, without disturbing the system” (1935: 777) 
They a priori consider the un-simplified model of the observation process, 
which takes the influence of the observer and the observation process into 
account, as inappropriate for science and consequently consider QM as 
incomplete. However, they admit that one would not arrive at their con-
clusion, if one would regard two or more physical quantities as simultane-
ous elements of reality only when simultaneously measured or predicted 
(1935: 780). This would mean interpreting QM phenomena based on the 
un-simplified model of the observation process that takes the importance 
of context, influence of the observer and the differentiation between the 
observed (physical quantity) and what someone observes (measured/pre-
dicted physical quantity) in regard. Considering this possibility, the au-
thors conclude: “No reasonable definition of reality could be expected to 
permit this” (1935: 780).
9 He explained photoelectric effect by interpreting Planck’s quantization of energy 
realistically.
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Although not acting as critic but one of the main developers of QM, 
Heisenberg shared many of Einstein’s realistic views. As Heelan writes: 
“for Einstein and Heisenberg […] scientific understanding is oriented to-
wards ontology, the way things are and act; and this is intimately involved 
with mathematical representations of nature” (1975: 128).
Heisenberg’s understanding of QM is based on the modern scientific 
understanding of Nature as a priori mathematical. In an interview in 1963, 
Heisenberg described his position as follows:
we have a consistent mathematical scheme and this consistent mathematical 
scheme tells us everything that can be observed. Nothing is in nature that 
cannot be described by this mathematical scheme. […] When we get beyond 
this range of the classical theory, we must realize that our words don’t fit. 
They don’t really get a hold in the physical reality and therefore a new math-
ematical scheme is just as good as anything because the new mathematical 
scheme then tells what may be there and what may not be there. Nature just 
in some way follows the scheme. (Pais 1991: 309–310)
In Heisenberg’s opinion, “as soon as one accepts that all quantum-theoret-
ical quantities are in reality matrices, the quantitative laws follow without 
difficulty” (1927: 82). Lurçat sees Heisenberg as one that continues the 
Pythagorean and Galilean traditions. This approach has been adopted by 
many theoretical physicists before and after Heisenberg, however, Lurçat 
continues, “Bohr’s interpretation breaks with these traditions; it has deep 
similarities to the Husserlian critique of the metaphysical foundations of 
classical physics” (2007: 244)
b) Bohr and Husserl: two complex reconsiderations 
of the observation/perception process
Bohr was one of the central figures, if not the central figure, in the for-
mation of QM. As a leading theoretical physicist of the time he essen-
tially contributed to its formalism10 and, as the director of the Institute of 
Theoretical Physics, also mentored many of the top quantum physicists of 
the time. His persuasion that supplementation of mathematical formula-
tion with philosophical interpretation is necessary encouraged discussions 
about philosophy and QM among his colleagues and students.
The interpretation presented here follows from Bohr’s own texts. His 
views and concepts are paralleled to Husserl’s phenomenological views. 
They prove extremely similar and some of their concepts are more easily 
10 E.g. the complementarity principle, which states that two complementary proper-
ties, e.g. position and momentum, of a QS cannot be precisely measured within the same 
measurement.
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understood within the common context. As there is no evidence of Bohr 
ever studying Husserl, or vice versa, the similarity of their work has only 
rarely been recognised (Lurçat 2007; Bilban 2011a; 2011b).
Lurçat views Bohr’s coherent interpretation of QM and Husserl’s new 
conception of physics as two “convergent lines of thought” that might help 
to overcome the wrong basis of modern physics: “the universe is a book 
written in mathematical character”. Lurçat’s overview of QM and analysis 
of Bohr and Husserl is based on the consideration of the problem of math-
ematization of Nature, while other approaches and concepts used by Bohr 
and Husserl that are thoroughly examined in this text (e.g. the role of the 
reconsideration of the observation process, concept of reality, the role of 
context) are studied less closely (2007).
Similar to Lurçat, Heelan also closely studies Husserl’s reconsidera-
tion of modern science and of the perception process and philosophical 
aspects of QM. However, to my best knowledge Heelan never directly 
connects Husserl’s and Bohr’s views. On the one hand, he analyses Hus-
serl’s position and describes it as anti(-theory) realism and scientific-(phe-
nomena) realism (1987). On the other hand, he only touches upon Bohr’s 
position within his comprehensive analysis of Heisenberg’s interpretation 
of QM, and sees it as a complex interpretation that exceeds mere realism 
and antirealism (1975). Thus, though never stated as such, it seems that 
in regard to realism and antirealism Heelan understands Bohr’s and Hus-
serl’s position to be similar and his views can be consequently regarded as 
indirectly supporting our argumentation.
Although he did not share all of Bohr’s views, the complexity and 
philosophical deepness of Bohr’s position was also recognized by Heisen-
berg:
not a result of a mathematical analysis of the basic assumptions, but rather 
an intense occupation with the actual phenomena, such that it was possible 
for him to sense the relationship intuitively rather than formally. Thus I un-
derstood: knowledge of nature was primarily obtained in this way, and only 
as the next step can one succeed in fixing one’s knowledge in mathematical 
form and subjecting it to complete rational analysis. Bohr was primarily a 
philosopher, not a physicist, but he understood that natural philosophy in 
our day and age carries weight only if its every detail can be subjected to the 
inexorable test of experiment (Heisenberg 1967: 94).
Bohr’s complex personal interpretation of QM formed a basis for all his 
discussions, be it about its formalism, correctness of the results of quan-
tum experiments or their possible understanding. The comprehensive and 
consistent philosophical interpretation provided him with an undefeatable 
position in debates (e.g. debates with Einstein (Pais 1982; Bohr 1935) 
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and Heisenberg (Pais 1991)) that contributed to the establishment of QM. 
However, because of the complexity and individuality of his interpretation 
(it’s impossible to connect Bohr’s views with any single philosophical 
source), never gathered in one authoritative work, but spread across vari-
ous texts and communications, it has been often labelled as ambiguous 
and since his time re-interpreted in many different ways.
Bohr was convinced that to understand QM the established modern 
scientific description of Nature and especially the understanding of the 
observation process have to be reconsidered (1934). Similar to Husserl’s 
reconsideration of modern science, his reconsideration is connected with 
a critical analysis of the role of mathematics. Unlike the majority in the 
physical community, Bohr did not understand mathematics as a funda-
mental language of Nature, but as a language that is especially suitable for 
science, because of its preciseness and practicality. Mathematical formal-
ism offers “rules of calculation for the deduction of expectations” about 
what scientists observe in the specific experimental context/scientific ob-
servation process and not about Nature in itself/the observed (1963: 60).
Bohr’s and Husserl’s analyses of the role of mathematics in modern 
science brought them to similar conclusions about the modern scientific 
description of Nature and the observation/perception process. They both 
recognised the undisputable achievements of physics in the era of modern 
science (Hua VI: 55; Bohr 1954), but were critical of the modern scien-
tific description of its object of investigation, where the method and the 
object of investigation are not distinguished and Nature is regarded as 
mathematical or mechanical. How knowledge about the observed is ob-
tained (e.g. the role of the observation/perception process and of context) 
is disregarded and thus access to the full and proper understanding of the 
observed is not possible:
Mathematics and mathematical science [… encompasses everything which 
…] represents the life-world, dresses it up as ‘objectively actual and true’ 
nature. It is through the garb of ideas that we take for true being what is actu-
ally a method − a method which is designed for the purpose of progressively 
improving, in infinitum, through ‘scientific’ predictions, those rough predic-
tions which are the only ones originally possible within the sphere of what is 
actually experienced and experienceable in the life-world. (Hua VI: 51–52)
It is well known how a deterministic or causal account of this kind [New-
tonian mechanics] led to the mechanical conception of nature and came to 
stand as an ideal of scientific explanation in all domains of knowledge, irre-
spective of the way knowledge is obtained. In this connection, therefore, it is 
important that the study of wider fields of physical experience has revealed 
the necessity of a closer consideration of the observation problem. (Bohr 
1958: 69)
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To exceed the modern scientific consideration of its objects of investi-
gation, they both suggested “a reconsideration of the observation prob-
lem”. Bohr’s analysis of the observation problem was based on two main 
points: the problem of the lack of distinction between the observed and 
what someone observes and the problem of the deduction of the influence 
of the observer. In Bohr’s opinion, the modern scientific simplification of 
the observation process is not problematic by itself, but it is recognised as 
such when taken as an established assumption and faced with the results 
of quantum experiments. To properly describe and understand the results 
of quantum experiments, the observation process has to be understood 
as a complex relationship between the observer, the observed and what 
someone observes. When describing the quantum observed, one must not 
neglect the influence of the observer. On the one hand, this influence is 
caused by context of measurement, by inclusion of the observed in the 
observation process––because in QM the observer is “faced with an epis-
temological problem quite new in natural philosophy” that it is impossible 
“to distinguish sharply between the behaviour of objects and the means of 
observation” (1958: 25). On the other hand, the influence is caused by the 
observer’s orientation, by his understanding of the observed. Bohr empha-
sizes the need to use everyday language, based on experiences from our 
classical world, to describe the results of quantum experiments, “since by 
the word ‘experiment’ we can only mean a procedure regarding which we 
are able to communicate to others what we have done and what we have 
learnt” (1963: 3). For proper understanding of the relationships between 
the main agents of the observation process in QM the specific role of lan-
guage and of the used concepts is crucial:
While, however, in classical physics the distinction between object and mea-
suring agencies does not entail any difference in the character of the descrip-
tion of the phenomena concerned, its fundamental importance in quantum 
theory […] has its root in the indispensable use of classical concepts in the 
interpretation of all proper measurements, even though classical theories do 
not suffice in accounting for the new types of regularities with which we are 
concerned in atomic physics. (1935: 701)
The specific importance of the use of classical concepts in QM is con-
nected with two types of influences on the observed, caused by the ob-
server.11 When the quantum observed is measured, it entangles with the 
measuring apparatus, it becomes a sub-system of the entangled system: 
11 The presented description of both influences agrees with Bohr’s views, however, 
contemporary physical concepts (entanglement with measuring apparatus) and philosophi-
cal concepts (ontic, epistemic) that were not used by Bohr are used to make this description 
clearer within the context of contemporary QM and its philosophical interpretation.
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measurement apparatus + the quantum observed and thus its ontic status 
is essentially changed. Consequently, the measuring apparatus becomes 
a mean to obtain a classical answer to the question about the quantum 
observed. This ontic change of the observed is caused by the inclusion 
of the observed in the observation process, while an epistemic change of 
the observed is caused by the observer’s status of an a priori classical ob-
server. All the observer’s concepts are based on his everyday experiences. 
The observer’s environment is a priori classical and as such defines his 
possible concepts; therefore, the observer cannot describe and understand 
anything, not the least a quantum observed, without classical concepts. 
The only answer about any quantum observed that a classical observer 
can get is a priori a classical answer. Since the property of the observed 
QS is a classical concept, with which the quantum observed in context of 
measurement is described, it makes no sense to transmit it to the quantum 
observed before the measurement, when it behaves otherwise, because of 
the ontic change at measurement.12
The recognition of both types of influences of the observer is the main 
part of Bohr’s complex personal interpretation of QM. Reconsideration of 
the observation process is the basis for proper understanding of QM and at 
the same time a connection with fundamental philosophical problems:
Since, in the observation of these phenomena, we cannot neglect the interac-
tion between the object and the instrument of observation, the question of the 
possibilities of observation again comes to the foreground. Thus, we meet 
here, in a new light, the problem of the objectivity of phenomena which has 
always attracted much attention in philosophical discussion. (1934: 93)
For Bohr a crucial problem in QM is “the problem of the objectivity of 
phenomena”. Not only are Bohr’s reconsideration of the modern scien-
tific description of Nature, the role of mathematics and the importance 
of the process of observation very similar to those of Husserl, he places 
the concept of phenomenon, Husserl’s main philosophical concept, at the 
very top. Bohr most probably never studied Husserl’s work and his use 
of the term phenomenon is not the same as Husserl’s, however, the role 
of phenomenon in his understanding of the observation process is very 
12 This also explains why the wave function that describes the quantum observed be-
fore the measurement is a probability function. The concept of property is a classical con-
cept and is used to describe the quantum observed when it is part of our classical system. 
Before (or after) the measurement the quantum observed has a different ontic status and is 
not part of our classical system, consequently, the classical observer can describe it only 
with respect to a potential measurement, an entanglement with our classical system. The 
wave function is a representation of the observer’s knowledge about the quantum observed 
before the measurement; it describes only probability––potential results of the potential 
measurement of the quantum observed.
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similar. Bohr understands phenomenon as “a complete description of the 
experimental arrangement as well as the observed results, and it is also 
the establishment of the statistical rules governing such results which is 
the only aim of quantum mechanics” (1998:130). His phenomenon can be 
understood as Husserl’s phenomenon within the horizon of the quantum 
observation process and according to a specific orientation of a quantum 
physicist. In QM, the quantum observed is given to us in the form of the 
results of the experiment and according to the context of the experiment, 
which cannot be separated from the behaviour of the observed.
Bohr’s (and Husserl’s) phenomenon is influenced by the observed 
and by the observer. Faye and Folse describe this as Bohr’s ontological 
realism and epistemological anti-realism:
Bohr’s insistence that the description of nature involves the description of 
interactions between measuring instruments and the objects whose prop-
erties they are designed to measure […] commits him to an ontological 
realism. […] Not only did Bohr deny that atomic objects were purely con-
structions, but also he [… distinguished] his view from those philosophers 
who regarded the measurement interaction as in some sense ‘creating’ the 
object of measurement. […] At the same time, however, Bohr […] argues 
strongly against those forms of realism which would attempt to describe 
an objectively existing, independent reality in terms of concepts which are 
well-defined only in relation to ‘phenomena’, as he uses that term. Bohr’s 
ontological realism extends beyond the macro-realm to the atomic domain, 
nevertheless his epistemological anti- realism prohibits any attempt to carry 
the descriptive concepts of classical physics necessary for the description of 
phenomena beyond the phenomenal sphere to a world of things-in- them-
selves. (1998: 12–13)
Bohr’s position of ontological realist and epistemological anti-realist is 
close to Heelan’s description of Husserl as anti(-theory) realist, for his 
“critique of a certain notion of positive science the goal of which is the 
construction of an objective [mathematical] theory”, and as scientific-
(phenomena) realist, because of the ontic sense that the concept of phe-
nomena gives to science (1987: 368). For Bohr (and Husserl) the observed 
is the core of what someone observes––therefore (ontological/phenom-
ena) realism. But what someone observes is not the observed itself, but 
phenomenon, therefore its description cannot be transmitted to the ob-
served as such, to the observed in other contexts––therefore (epistemo-
logical/theory) anti-realism.
Bohr claims that “no result of an experiment concerning a phenom-
enon which, in principle, lies outside the range of classical physics can 
be interpreted as giving information about independent properties of the 
objects”. The result of a quantum experiment is always “inherently con-
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nected with a definite situation”, defined by the used instruments and by 
the observer’s way of understanding and describing the results. Therefore, 
the results of quantum experiments seem contradictory when considered 
outside the context as “a self-contained picture of the object” (1958: 26), 
as a priori properties of the observed. In QM the question “What is the po-
larization of that photon? Cannot be answered and has no meaning. A le-
gitimate question is whether or not a photon has a specified polarization” 
(Peres 1995: 10). The polarisation (of that photon) per se makes no sense; 
it makes sense only to speak about the polarisation in a given context.
Heelan sees the importance of context as one of the most important 
differences between classical (universal and absolute) physics and post-
classical physics, which is “contextual––or, to use phenomenological 
language, the ‘horizontal’” (2011: 3). For Lurçat consideration of this dif-
ference presents one of the main elements of Bohr’s interpretation of QM:
“What is the value of the coordinate?” or “What is the value of the momen-
tum component?” Asking such questions carelessly means going no further 
than Galileo’s mathematical nature, with material points having definite val-
ues of their coordinates and momenta. […] Bohr’s proposal is more fun-
damental: the meaning of any question has to be clarified by defining the 
experimental device that allows us to ask it concretely. (2007: 246)
Bohr’s interpretation breaks with modern scientific tradition and has “deep 
similarities to the Husserlian critique of the metaphysical foundations of 
classical physics” (2007: 244). As such, Bohr’s interpretation is compre-
hensive and undefeatable, it makes the results of quantum experiments un-
derstandable, connects them with broader philosophical understanding of 
the observation process and Nature and exceeds the oppositions between 
quantum interpretations, caused by historical development of modern sci-
ence and physics:
The classical physicist did not understand the nature of his science; the quan-
tum physicist does not understand his very science, and, as we have seen, 
he is in many cases aware of this lack of understanding. Locked up in the 
Galilean prison, he does not see the key proposed by phenomenology, a key 
that Bohr, to a certain extent, rediscovered by himself. (2007: 257)
Bohr’s way of constructing his interpretation shows that the phenomeno-
logical approach follows naturally from the reconsideration of the obser-
vation process and of the quantum object of investigation. Because he 
remained one of the central figures of QM, his interpretation has been in-
tegrated in many contemporary interpretations of QM, especially in the so 
called anti-realistic interpretations. However, because of his individuality 
and partition of his work in philosophy of QM, he is often misunderstood 
and philosophical consistency of his interpretation is mostly lost within 
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these integrations. To exceed philosophical inconsistency of such theories 
Husserl’s exact philosophical analysis of the perception process and of 
modern science can be of great help.
3. Husserl’s philosophy as a philosophical support of 
contemporary QM interpretations: 
Husserl and informational foundations of quantum theory (IFQT)
Most quantum physicists agree about the basic mathematical formula-
tions of QM and about the need for their supplementary interpretation. 
However, their interpretations depend on their philosophical and historical 
background. One of the most important contemporary interpretations of 
QM, grounded on direct analyses of the latest quantum experiments and 
their potential applications (e.g. quantum cryptography, quantum telepor-
tation, quantum computers) is quantum information theory. Zeilinger’s 
and Brukner’s IFQT is one of the most important branches of quantum 
information theory that connects the knowledge pertained by the latest 
quantum results and the search for comprehensive philosophical interpre-
tation of QM.
The philosophical background of IFQT is the Copenhagen interpre-
tation with some crucial aspects of Bohr’s personal interpretation (e.g. 
criticism of the modern scientific concept of reality, the importance of 
the observer’s role and of context of the observation process) and some, 
although isolated and separately transmitted, elements from continental 
philosophy. The connection between Bohr and IFQT is widely recognised. 
Timpson, one of the most active critics of quantum information theory and 
a proponent of realistic quantum interpretations, finds that “immaterialism 
and instrumentalism”, two crucial aspects of IFQT, are associated with 
“the Copenhagen school deriving from Bohr” (2010: 5). He believes that 
a quote famously attributed to Bohr––“It is wrong to think that the task 
of physics is to find out how nature is. Physics concerns what we can say 
about nature” (Petersen 1963: 8)––reveals that the problematic informa-
tional immaterialism of IFQT stems from the Copenhagen tradition:
If quantum mechanics reveals that the true subject matter of physics is what 
can be said, rather than how things are, then this seems very close to say-
ing that what is fundamental is the play of information across our psyches. 
(2010: 19)
As Timpson does not distinguish between the observed and what someone 
observes, the role of the latter escapes him; physics either describes the 
observed in itself, or its description is not connected with the observed.
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IFQT, the philosophical side of which was constructed on the op-
position to the established modern scientific realism, also understands its 
own and Bohr’s position as anti-realistic. In their view, QM is only in-
directly a science of reality and predominately a science of knowledge 
and thus of information (2005). However, this knowledge is not directly 
connected with the observed; what someone observes is not understood as 
essentially connected to both, the observed and the observer. Thus, nature 
in the quote attributed to Bohr is understood as only the inter-subjective 
agreement on the basis of information, as a mere construct for all practical 
purposes.13
IFQT is founded on the concept of information. Information, as pur-
portedly used in quantum information theory, is defined by Timpson in 
Quantum Information Theory and the Foundations of Quantum Mechan-
ics as a medium for meaning or message (2013). However, in IFQT infor-
mation is understood as the smallest amount of knowledge, as a “yes” or 
“no” answer to the question about the object of investigation (Zeilinger 
2003: 61). This places information in the system of the observation proc-
ess as understood by Bohr and Husserl, where information has the role of 
what someone observes. In contrast to realistic interpretations, which are 
completely based on the observed, IFQT dismisses the role the observed 
has in the observation process and emphasizes that the observer only has 
information; therefore, information should be the basis to understand the 
results of quantum experiments. As a result, the foundational principle 
for QM should be based on the properties of information. The suggested 
foundational principle is that an elementary system has the information 
carrying capacity of at most one bit (Zeilinger 1999). On this basis, funda-
mental quantum phenomena that are regarded problematic from the mod-
ern scientific realistic point of view, e.g. objective randomness, collapse of 
the wave function, are explained by IFQT.
Objective randomness, the fact that information about a particular 
property of a QS does not exist before a measurement, becomes a funda-
mental property of the quantum world: one bit of information represents 
one possible answer to the question about a property of the QS. For ex-
ample, to the question Spin up? (in a context of a particular measurement) 
13 There is another, not anti-realist, way to understand the quote, if one “uses the key 
proposed by phenomenology”. (Lurçat introduces his article (2007) with this same quote, 
although he does not explicitly explain it, its position supports the possibility of under-
standing it by using the key proposed by phenomenology.) Physics cannot be seen only 
as a matter of language, because it concerns what we can say about nature/the observed. 
However, the way physics describes nature always depends on the observer’s means of 
understanding and describing it, thus the task of physics cannot be only to simply find out 
how nature is. 
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there are two possible answers, either yes or no (spin down). One answer 
(yes or no) represents one property and gives one bit of information. Thus, 
the elementary system carries the answer to one question only (e.g., What 
is the spin along the z-axis). Answers to all other questions that one would 
also like to ask must contain an element of randomness (e.g., What is the 
spin along the x- or y-axis for the particle with measured spin along the 
z-axis) (1999).
The collapse of the wave function also contains no paradox if it is 
understood as:
[J]ust an encoded mathematical representation of our knowledge of the sys-
tem. […] When the state of a quantum system has a non-zero value at some 
position in space at some particular time, it does not mean that the system 
is physically present at that point, but only that our knowledge […] allows 
the particle the possibility of being present at that point at that instant. […] 
When a measurement is performed, our knowledge of the system changes, 
and therefore its representation, the quantum state, also changes. In agree-
ment with the new knowledge, it instantaneously changes all its components, 
even those which describe our knowledge in the regions of space quite dis-
tant from the site of the measurement. (Brukner & Zeilinger 2003: 19)
Similar to Bohr and Husserl, IFQT understands the role of context, in 
which information is gathered, as crucial. However, in IFQT the role of 
context is connected only with the observer and his way of observing––
the observer performs a measurement, his knowledge and thus informa-
tion are changed. The connection between the context and the observed 
(the ontic change of the observed) and their influence on information are 
neglected, because there is no direct connection between the observed and 
what someone observes. If such an anti-realistic position is taken, the ob-
jectivity of information becomes problematic and it cannot be taken as 
self-evident on the basis of the common, from us independently existing 
outer world, as is the case in classical physics.
Of course this does not imply that reality is no more than a pure subjective 
human construct. From our observations we are able to build up objects with 
a set of properties that do not change under variations of modes of observa-
tion or description. These are ‘invariants’ with respect to these variations. 
Predictions based on any such specific invariants may then be checked by 
anyone, and as a result we may arrive at an intersubjective agreement about 
the model, thus lending a sense of independent reality to the mentally con-
structed objects. (Brukner & Zeilinger 2003: 20)
On the basis of these invariants and of the inter-subjective agreement about 
the gained information, it is possible to exceed the solipsism and to con-
clude that a system of information, independent from us, forms something 
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that we can call objective reality. In other words, it is possible to conclude 
that the outer world (in that sense) exists (Zeilinger 2003: 317).
The IFQT’s answer to the question What is real (in QM)? can thus 
be “the inter-subjective system of information”. However, there is no di-
rect connection between this system of information and the observed and 
we cannot speak about an outer world (about objective reality of things 
outside us), which the information we possess is about and which is a 
basis for scientific objectivity. In IFQT the modern scientific realism is 
not replaced by a complex reconsideration of the observation/perception 
process, as by Bohr and Husserl, but is directly negated. The mathemati-
cal description is understood as mere representation of our knowledge, of 
what someone observes, without restoring the connection between what 
someone observes and the observed.
Such an understanding of the relationship between the main agents of 
the observation process in IFQT is a consequence of its philosophical and 
historical background. Much of the philosophical understanding of QM 
in IFQT is based on the work of Weizsäcker, a German philosopher and 
physicist. Weizsäcker was convinced that Kant’s philosophy reveals and 
answers the same questions as QM (1985) and based his interpretation of 
the relationship between the observation and what someone observes in 
QM on Kant’s distinction between thing-for-me/phenomenon and thing-
in-itself. However, the relationship between the two is not causal, they 
are not directly connected. Weizsäcker transmitted Kant’s definition of 
the relationship between thing-in-itself and phenomenon to the relation-
ship between the observed and information in QM.14 This has been later 
integrated into many anti-realistic interpretations of QM, among them 
into IFQT, although after Weizsäcker without full awareness of its source. 
Weizsäcker offered an understanding of the elements of the observation 
process in QM that exceeded the established modern scientific realism, but 
the transmitted lack of connection between both elements (thing-in-itself : 
phenomenon; the observed : information) was problematic. Kant himself 
acknowledged the problem in his Critique of Pure Reason: although we 
cannot know any objects as things-in-themselves, we have to think them 
as such, because otherwise we land in the absurd conclusion that there can 
be appearance without anything that appears (Kant 1787: B26–27). IFQT 
faces similar problems: Information is sensible only as long it is informa-
tion about something, but if the existence of information is the only thing 
we are confident about, what is this information about?
14 It is important to bear in mind that in Kant’s philosophy the place of the physical 
object is solely on the side of phenomenon, so Kant’s distinction between thing-in-itself 
and phenomenon is not directly applicable to QM, what is transmitted is Kant’s method, 
his way of distinction between two concepts (Heisenberg 1986).
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Husserl’s phenomenological reconsideration of the perception process 
offers a solution to Kant’s lack of connection between the two15 (Blecha 
2001). In Husserl’s phenomenology the connection between the thing and 
phenomenon is assured, as phenomenon is essentially related to both, the 
perceiver (and his way of observing) and the perceived. If Husserl’s defi-
nition of the relationship between the thing and the phenomenon is trans-
mitted to the relationship between the observed and information in IFQT, 
the problem of the objectivity of information facing IFQT is solved. Infor-
mation is the direct answer to the question about the observed and thereby 
the observer’s only knowledge about it. The basis for this information is 
the observed itself, e.g., within a particular measurement, information is 
the value of the position or of the polarization of the observed photon. 
However, it is important to bear in mind that any concrete naming of the 
observed within the description of the measurement, e.g., the photon, is 
connected with the observer’s understanding and knowledge and thereby 
with his information about the observed. The expression photon for the 
observed before and after the measurement (only) describes possible po-
tential answers that the observer can get about the observed within a po-
tential measurement (a sensible question for a photon is not necessarily 
the same as a sensible question for an electron) and not the observer’s a 
priori knowledge about the observed. Based on our everyday experience, 
Seiende is always understood in the context of its properties. Therefore, 
with our classical concepts, which are, the only we (can) have, the quan-
tum observed before and after the measurement can be described only as 
the potential to give an answer to classical questions, to have a property, 
which is a classical concept, to give/cause the result when measured. Fur-
thermore, it is important not to talk about the/one photon, since this is 
already information dependent of the context of the particular measure-
ment. Information is always the observer’s information, dependent of his 
horizon/of given context, while the connection with the observed assures 
its objectivity.
As Husserl’s philosophical solution is transmitted to IFQT, the com-
plexity of Bohr’s interpretation is regained; both, the observer and the 
observed have a significant influence on information. Physics concerns 
what we (the observer) can say about nature (the observed).
IFQT still exceeds the modern scientific realism, but the criticisms of 
the realists are now easier to reject, as its position is more philosophically 
consistent and comprehensive. The importance of the connection between 
the observer and what someone observes is preserved, while the connec-
15 It can thus be argued that IFQT is not importantly connected with Husserl only 
through Bohr, but through Kant as well.
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tion between what someone observes and the observed is established as 
well: All the observer has about the quantum observed is his informa-
tion, gained within the context of the observation process. However, this 
is information about the observed. One can no longer claim that “what 
is fundamental is the play of information across our psyches” (Timpson 
2010: 19). If Husserl’s understanding of the perception process is used to 
supplement IFQT it is not only the inter-subjective system of information 
that can be taken as real. On the basis of Glaubengewissheit, not only the 
information, but the outer world, the observed, can be taken as real as 
well.
After the supplementation all IFQT’s explanations of quantum phe-
nomena remain valid. Objective randomness is now even easier to un-
derstand: One bit of information is one classical answer to one classical 
question posed to the quantum observed. The answer is given according to 
the particular entanglement with the measurement apparatus and is valid 
only within this particular context. To get another answer, another meas-
urement is needed. This answer cannot be understood as the a priori prop-
erty of the observed, because, as Bohr emphasized, we cannot transfer 
classical concepts to the quantum observed before or after the measure-
ment. Also, the explanation of the collapse of the wave function remains 
valid and gains in complexity: the observer’s knowledge about the ob-
served is changed (epistemic change), as the observed itself is changed by 
the influence of the observation process (ontic change) and the relation-
ship between the observer and the observed is essentially changed, thus 
what someone observes is naturally changed as well. However, to keep 
the connection with the observed, there is no need to understand the wave 
function as objectively real or in any other way than “just an encoded 
mathematical representation of our knowledge of the system”.
4. Husserl’s reconsideration of the observation process  
and its possible connections with QM
We argued in this manuscript that Husserl’s critique of modern science 
and quantum experiments reveal similar problems with modern scientific 
thought. Husserl, from his meta-scientific philosophical point of view, and 
Bohr, from his inner-scientific quantum point of view, both recognize the 
need for reconsideration of the observation/perception process and on this 
basis reconsideration of science. As Bohr’s personal interpretation of QM 
was not designed in a direct contact with Husserl’s phenomenology, the 
similarities between their positions have so far only rarely been analysed. 
Some common aspects of their understandings of science in general and 
classical physics have been presented by Lurçat (2007), while Heelan’s 
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analysis of Husserl’s philosophy and Heisenberg’s interpretation of QM 
hints on possible similarities between Husserl and Bohr (1975, 1987).
In this article, Husserl’s and Bohr’s views are compared in detail. 
They both understand mathematics as (the optimal scientific) description 
of what someone observes and not of the observed itself, they emphasize 
the importance of the influence of the observer and context on what some-
one observes and they consider what someone observes as directly con-
nected to the observed—it is how the observed is given to the observer. As 
Bohr’s complex and unique interpretation is spread across various texts 
and communications and was never connected to any single philosophi-
cal source, it has often been misunderstood, re-interpreted and labelled 
as ambiguous. When analysed from the phenomenological point of view 
with the help of Husserl’s rigorous philosophical system, some of Bohr’s 
concepts are easier to understand and their philosophical consistency is 
much clearer. For example, one can see that the role of Bohr’s phenom-
enon in the quantum observation process is equal to the role of Husserl’s 
phenomenon in his model of the perception process; thus the complex 
relationships between the elements of the quantum observation process 
are clear and philosophically illuminated.
The insight into similarities between Husserl and Bohr not only il-
luminates Bohr’s interpretation, but contributes to contemporary interpre-
tations of QM as well. It is well known in the community of philosophy 
of QM that many of the contemporary quantum interpretations are based 
on Bohr’s interpretation. However, it is often overlooked that within the 
transmission, some elements of Bohr’s interpretation are critically simpli-
fied and that Bohr’s position is unjustifiably reduced to simple anti-real-
ism. Contemporary anti-realistic theories based on the simplified Bohr’s 
view thus lack the necessary complexity and philosophical consistency. 
Here Husserl’s phenomenology, within which the perception process and 
its role in science are rigorously defined and well known in philosophical 
community, can be of great help.
In this study we suggest a corresponding supplementation of one such 
anti-realistic theory, IFQT, one of the most promising contemporary inter-
pretations of QM. IFQT is based on direct analyses of the latest quantum 
experiments and their potential applications, its informational vocabulary 
is clear and the refined system of information processing offers an un-
derstandable mean for the explanation of quantum phenomena and the 
observation process. However, the ontic status of information, the main 
concept of IFQT, is not clear and consequently IFQT is philosophically in-
consistent. If Husserl’s definition of the relationship between the thing and 
the phenomenon is transmitted to the relationship between the observed 
and information in IFQT, the problem of the ontic status of information 
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is solved; now information has a clear position in the observation proc-
ess––it is information about the observed as given to the observer. This 
philosophical supplementation helps reject the criticisms of IFQT and ad-
ditionally support its explanations of quantum phenomena. In this way, 
IFQT becomes a direct successor of Bohr’s interpretation; it rediscovers 
the key proposed by phenomenology and by Bohr and connects it with the 
latest discoveries in QM.16
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